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(ACP) Comic Al Capp endorsed student power at the University of North Dakota recently,
saying, "It's about time the lunatics ran the asylums," the Dakota Student reports.
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AAUP convention examines

student involvement, power
by Lee Gartner
"STUDENT VOICES and High-

er Education" was the subject

The American Breed will present a concert April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
in Memorial Hall. Tickets may be purchased from any Alpha Phi
Omega member outside the Smog, or Kryzsyko dining area for $2.00.
The members of The American Breed are Gary Loizzo, who
sings lead and plays lead guitar and organ; Chuck Colbert, bass
player; Al Ciner, twelve string guitarist; and Lee Graziano, who
plays both drums and trumpet. They make extensive use of four
part and unusual harmonies to create a jazz-rock sound.
Their first record reached the 70's nationally. Their next release "Step Out of Your Mind" reached the Top 10 around the
country and was followed by "Bend Me, Shape Me".

discussed at the Minnesota Conference of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) last weekend.
Attended by several WSC students and instructors, the conference at the U of M allowed
student, administrator or faculty
member to express his opinion.
The discussions centered around
the topic of student involvement:
What is it? It it good? How far
should it extend? How do we accomplish it?
In his keynote address, Stanley
Wenberg, vice-president of the
University of Minnesota suggested a definition of student power.
"It is not student control, but
student participation in decisionmaking. Students should ask
their instructors to prove the
relevance of a course and they
should have a part in developing
a relevant curriculum," he stated.
DR. WENBERG spoke on dissension: "Dissenters must real-

SDS speaker relates experience
in Cuba; sees social improvment
by K. M. Lauer
UNDER THE TOPIC "Cuba,

the 10th Year," WSC students
were given a first-hand report of
what's happening in Cuba now
and how the new government
has evolved since the socialist
revolution.
The speaker Friday night at
the Newman Center was Ed Jennings, a University of Illinois student and a member of Students
for Democratic Society, who recently returned from a trip to
the Carribean island.
Jennings considered many social and economic reforms that
are taking place and showed
slides taken during his visit. He
mentioned that the Cubans are
very much in sympathy with the
Vietnamese since it was not long
ago that Cuba itself was in a
situation comparable to the United States.
IN REFERENCE to the military, he pointed out that, while

the militia is "voluntary", in general it is a must for the university student. The logic behind student service is that the militia

provides a community focus, as
does agricultural work. Hence,
each student does his share of
work in both areas to show his
support for the revolution and
to help rebuild the country.
Before the revolution, three out
of ten people were in school,
presently one of four is enrolled
in an education program. During
the revolution, one - fifth of the
doctors left the country, but they
have now been replaced by Cuban
educated doctors and the total
will soon surpass the number ten
years ago.
The health program in Cuba,
which is free to everyone, is one
of the best outside rich countries
like the United States. Cuba is
the only Latin American country
to completely wipe out polio.
CASTRO, Jennings said, spends
360 of 365 days of the year out in
the country, talking and helping
the people. Goals of the country
include diversifying their economy
and getting away from the present sugar economy. Cuba now
deals with 72 countries, although
her biggest economic support
comes from Russia, who pays
well above the world market price
for Cuba's sugar.
Freedom of religion is a definite reality in Cuba, although, as
Jennings stated, "Revolutionary

Socialist Catholicism is what prevails."
The government exists on a local area division of Vanguard
workers who work up in the party
to the Central Committee. Castro
works with his technicians and
other professionals nad "makes
the decisions," but actually is
quite dependent on his Central
Committee.

ize they are not working with
absolutes: there is no "right" or
"wrong" solution to Viet Nam.
They must also realize that the
news media emphasize the physical forms of dissent instead of
the cause." The dissenters themselves must not lose sight of
their purpose and become publicity-minded. "It is the purpose
of higher education to develop
responsible dissenters," according to Dr. Wenberg.
He felt the universities and
collegs should offer more than a
degree; they should "involve students in meaningful experiences."
A panel of three University
students represented another
point of view. Shirrell Hooker
felt that students are not involved in a revolution, but are part
of a counter-culture which desires direct confrontation and
open dialogue; it demands relevant education, such as has
brought about the free university
in some places.
MISS HOOKER suggested that

material well-being and well-educated families are the factors
which produce student activism.
Since these factors are increasing, activism will increase.
"There is no generation gap.
It is just an easy way of dismissing activism. Studies have
shown that student activists generally have the same values as
their parents," according to Miss
Hooker.
U of M student body president
William Newell stated that students no longer work within the
structure of the institution because they are not effective there.
The instiution does not trust its
students and there is no interaction. Students work outside the

academic community where they
feel they can accomplish things.
FOLLOWING the panel was a
discussion covering needed changes in the system. Newell suggested that the first week of every
class be open dialogue. Little can
be done, it was state d, if the
classes are to remain large and
impersonal. The ideal situation
would be for freshman to have
classes of seven or eight. The purpose would be to get the student
involved in the desire to learn.
There is defintely a need for student-faculty interaction regarding
which classes should be taught
and what they should contain.
The next speaker was Lawrence
Perlman of the Minnesota Civil
Liberties Union. He felt that certain limitations are scholastically
justified (for example, students
can't be allowed to cheat on tests)
but that all others are scholastically stifling.
In a discussion of campus housing, Mr. Perlman said he didn't
understand why there was no
room for individulaity in the facilities. "Why is the only solution
aimed at the lowest common denominator ?" he asked. Later, in
open discussion, the WSC demerit
system was explained to him. He
was astonished.
IN THE LUNCHEON address,
Roy M. Frances of the University
of Wisconsin explained that decision in the educational community
must be based on academic honesty, from which stems the idea
of academic freedom. Dr. Francis
felt that no one can claim the academic platform except members
of the academic community — all
others must be invited. "The right
in this case is with the audience
to learn, not with the individual
to speak. Obstuctive behavior, besides being 'anti-intellectual,' is a
denial of the freedom of the
obstructors' peers."
He distinguished between an
educational program and an academic one. Education is a private,
subjective matter. "Man educates
himself. When a man is being ed-

(cont. on p. 5, col. 1)

Strapped Students:

NDL allocations decrease in '68-69
WINONA STATE COLLEGE

has received an allocation of
$248,315 for aid to students during the 1968-69 academic year.
John Kane, WSC director of financial aids, said the funds will
be used for the operation of the
College Work-Study Program,
National Defense Loans and Educational Opportunity grants.
THE WORK STUDY Program
-

pays students, particularly from
low-income families, for working
for the college or a non-profit
off-campus agency. Funds for

this program have been increased; it will employ over 150
students next year.
The student must repay a National Defense loan at three percent interest, within 10 years
after his college attendance, but
if he teaches in a poverty area
the total loan may be forgiven.
The Winona Public School District is such an area. WSC will
have $50,000 less for this program next year; to meet the
decrease there will be no National Defense Loans awarded

for the 1969 summer session and
loans for the 1968-69 academic
year will not exceed $600.

THE EDUCATIONAL Opportunity grant program awards
funds to a limited number of under-graduates with exceptional
need. The grants, ranging from
$200 to $800 per year, can be no
more than half the total assistance. If a student's need is $800,
he may receive a $400 EOG and
$400 from a National Defense
Loan or scholarship. There will be
little change in this program,
which awarded $17,000 this quarter.
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Pictured are members of the Yardbirds and the New World Congregation at their recent concert in Memorial Hall.
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Editorial:

`Yardbirds'

Heyer finds group dynamic

IBERITE

by David Heyer
LAST FRIDAY, I was approached by Mr. Fred Baranski,

•

who asked me to write a review
on the Yardbird concert which
happened last Thursday night at
Winona State. I agreed to do so
for two reasons: one, I dug the
concert because it is a great example of what is happening in
the music field today; and two,
because I dig Fred.
I would like to start off by saying that the concert was one of
the hippiest things to happen at
this college ever. Even though a
good majority of the crowd who
attended the concert did not enjoy it and walked out, it was a
number one example of what is
happening in the music field today—not only in Rock, but Jazz
and Classical also. I believe the
most common term given to this
form of music is "psychedelic",
which is a term I think is rotten,
but am sorry I don't have a better one at the moment.

G iR CYR AT 'ON

THE HARDEST thing to understand about this music is that

it is not music in which the musicians follow a pretty melody or
a set harmonic progression with
a definite rhythm. The idea being
produced is a mood or feeling
which is established by one per-

Student Senate:

Filing for soph offices nears
by Steven P. Johnson
STEVEN JOSWICK was installed as the new Clubs and Organ-

izations Senator at Tuesday's
Student Senate meeting as a result of the previous week's election.
Six colleges have announced
their intention to attend the upcoming Tri - State Convention in

Winona. They will be sending a
total of 39 delegates. Replies are
forthcoming from the other member colleges.
Jim Dubsky announced that
124 persons have been nominated to Who's Who, and the election will be held May 23. A maximum of 33 may be elected.
HELEN GORMAN, Homecom-

'A Soldier's Poem'

Vet urges patriotism
To the Editor:
"The Veterans Speak"

What has happened to the
people, or more precisely, to the
individual who once espoused
Patriotism? Indeed, such qualities as loyalty, Patriotism, love
of family, responsibility in private
and public conduct, tolerance
towards other men and their
ideas, a decent aspect of life and
love for one's fellow man are
old fashioned. But the word itself has lost its true meaning —
its connotation now brings to
mind (to the dismay of most) a
man who is clean shaven, has a
moderate hair cut, and wears
clean conservative clothes. The
most vivid impression that may
come to mind is that of the
"sucker" who was unfortunate
enough to be "caught" by his
country.
BY FAR, IT is much easier to
protest and dissent against something one has never seen — it
makes a person so much more
knowledgeable. Everyone speaks
of apathy today — but what of
the apathy of dying, and no one
really gives a damn?
The poem below was written on
the battlefield by a Winona resident presently in Viet Nam.
A Soldiers Poem
Take a man, then put him
alone. Put him 12,000 miles from
home. Empty his heart of all but
blood, Make him live in sweat and
mud. This is the way I have to
live. But you don't know • what
it's like to be over here.
YOU ALL HAVE your parties
and drink your beer. You have a
ball without even trying. While
we're over here dying. You burn
your draft cards and march at
dawn, planting your signs on the
White House lawn. You all want

NOMINATIONS F 0 R sophomore class offices are due by 4

to ban the bomb — There is no
war in Viet Nam. Use your drugs
and have your fun, And then refuse to use a gun. There's nothing
else for you to do --- And I'm supposed to dic for you ? There is
one thing that you don't know,
And that's where I think you
should go. I'm already here and
it's too late, Just to hear my buddies fate.
I saw his chest, a bloody shred,
I heard them say, "There's one
dead!" It's a large price to pay,
Not to live another day. He had
the guts to fight and die, He paid
his price; but what did he buy ?
But who gives a damn when a
soldier dies ? But who cares when
a soldier dies ? His parents or
wife, sweetheart or sons, But they
are, the only ones.

Jeff Heider
Freshman

ing Senator, disclosed that Homecoming '68 will take place October 7-12. St. Cloud will be Winona
State's opponent in the annual
event.
A resolution concerning the
formation of next year's calendar
will keynote next week's Senate
meeting, and is of interest to all
students.
The referendum concerning the
Student Activity Fee will be discussed at next week's meeting,
as action on this vital issue
draws near.

p.m. on May 2. Applicants must
file their name, phone number
and the position sought with Junior Class president Jim Brodie
in the Student Senate office, Somsen 106.
To be eligible, a student must
be carrying 12 credits or more,
have an over-all 2.00 GPA, must
not be on probation and must
have between 32 and 79 credits.
Brodie will meet with the nominees at 6 p.m. on May 2 in the
basement of Prentiss - Lucas.
Campaigning runs from May 3
at 8 a.m. to May 8 at 4 p.m., at
which time all campaign materials must be down. Failure to
comply with the regulations may
result in disqualification. The
election will be May 9.
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son to begin with and is then contributed to by the other members of the group. What they are
doing is like what an artist does
when he paints on a canvas; in
this case the artists are painting
with sounds.
The feeling painted by the
Yardbirds, I believe, was anger
—dirty anger. A great majority
of their material was improvisational and very successful in establishing this feeling. At the
time of the concert, I myself did
not really dig what was happening, but the more I think about
it now, the more I realize what
they were saying and with what
dynamic power they said it.
by Steven P. Johnson
THE YARDBIRDS came to

Winona State last Thursday, and
you can bet that they won't ever
return. Not that it will bother
most of you. It won't.
The Yardbirds play a very
special brand of music: acid
rock. They play acid rock to perfection and few groups in the
world are comparable in the
same field. Their ability to
handle the innovative, electronic
music of 1968 cannot be criticized. But their ability to handle
the music of 1955 is another
story.
Lawrence Welk is definitely
not the Yardbirds' bag, much to
the evident dismay of the twothirds of the audience that walked out. Or maybe the audience
expected them to sound just like
they did two years ago. But
times change, and sounds change,
and groups must change too, or
be doomed to instant obscurity.
RUDE AUDIENCES are common place on this campus, but
-

last Thursday's audience was a
classic. It was significant, I
think, that the hundred-odd high
school students present stayed
for the entire performance. Many
of them might not have enjoyed the concert either, but at least
they had the maturity and corn-

mon courtesy to stay.
But I disagree; I was supposed
to review the Yardbirds, not the
audience. But what more can I
say that would mean anything to
you? Your minds are sealed already. For those that walked out
early, by the way, the Yardbirds
did sing I'm a Man. But it was
an updated version that lasted
fifteen minutes. It was a 1968
version and by that time only
1968 people were left. You
weren't missed; go back to 1955.

Team leaders
plan schedule
SEVENTY SEVEN STUDENTS
-

have been selected to serve as
Orientation Team Leaders for the
Class of 1972. Co-chairmen of
the Team are Barb Stemmer and
Gary McDowell. Sue Critchfield
was chosen secretary and Kit
Grier will be treasurer.
Currently they are planning
the traditional events: team
meetings, general assemblies,
fee payment, and introduction to
the library and bookstore.
The first meeting of the Orientation Team will be held Thursday, May 2 in Somsen Hall.
ON THE TEAM are: Kristin Bauman,

Nancy Beedzichek, Charlotte Behnken,
Christy Campbell, Ruth Denman, Marlys Dickerman, Marilyn Fishbaugher,
Susan Giger, Helen Gorman, Linda
Gronholz, Mary Harty, Diane Heim,
Lynn Johnson, Chris Johnston, Pat Kennedy, Peggy Kropp, Jeri Madson, Diane
H. Mager, Dee Ann Nelson, and Diana
Nelson.
Also: Nancy Nelson, Susan Poferl, Lori Polichnowski, Joan Pretzel, Barb
Quinn, Brenda Reindal, Sharon Reindal,
Bara Reis, Jill Sackett, Carolyn Satren,
Linda Schild, Laura Schottmuller, Linda Vinje, Mary Jane Vucinovich, Jan
Wiest, Susan Williams, and Ruth Wisdorf.
ALSO ON THE TEAM are: Richard

Behling, Bruce Boeck, Wayne Borgen,
James Brodie, David Crow, Rick Curan,
Tim Dalton, John Danneker, Jim Dubsky, William Fogelsanger, Gary Gartner, Gary Glauner, Tom Gorman, Jock
Grier, Bob Hatton, Charles Herrig, Tom
Hoffman, and David Jansen.
Also: Steven P. Johnson, Stephen Joswick, Richard Knapp, David Kulas, Warren La Course, Phillip Luhman, Lyle
Mack, Ron Marcionda, Bob Meimbresse,
Bob Noreen, Dennis Roemer, Kevin
Senn, Paul Skattum, Scott Sprangers,
Vern Syverson, Terry Vogt, Bruce Wallace, and Greg Williams.

ditor
To the Editor:

The man who is always on the
defensive knows he is wrong. The
man who always perceives criticism as a personal attack and
defends it angrily exhibits an inferiority complex. He need not
have such a complex if he would
only think through the issue by
means of human rationality or
accept that inferiority. This man
or boy will resort to any sort of
tactic from outright lies to personal attacks instead of logically
arguing the issues. He develops
paranoic tendencies and thus exposes himself for what he is. I
have learned to feel sorry for
such people. They resist any
sort of change that is, change
in their own minds. Such is the
case of a person who foolishly
admits that he has no thinking
capabilities when stating that he
believes nothing he reads or
hears. "The truth shall make us
free." I believe that philosophy,
but conviction and lies are two
different things. I realize these
people do not respond from conviction and that their subsequent
lies about truth and people are
in extremely poor taste.
LET me give a concrete example
of such a person I speak about.
One Thursday evening at the
Newman center, a film was shown
about a conscientious objector to
conscription. Throughout the film
this mature young man explained his reasons for his actions. At
the end of the film, the conscientious objector asked us not necessarily to agree with him but only
to understand why he preferred
jail over war and that his decisions were a result of sincere conviction. After this, the first question asked by an observer in the
audience was "Why did he do it ?"
It is this type of person who misses the point on every issue presented to him, who has a hard
time understanding, and when an
issue is presented he perceives it
as • a personal attack and responds in kind.
Finally it appears that he makes
no attempt at understanding different viewpoints but argues just
for the sake of argument. I have
nothing against this person as an
individual, only what he represents.
To disgress a bit, I want to
thank Frank Siebenaler in his letter of April 12 for giving SDS
credit for stirring a storm of controversy. Stirring controversy was
exactly our intent from the very
beginning of SDS at Winona
State. Let all views be heard and
you can agree with any or none at
all. Though I still maintain that
WSC is for the most part out of
touch with the world, the world
has reached a few, thanks to a
few of us who speak out. Special
praise I had to Fred Baranski,
the boldest of all. Though SDS
has not had the impact it had
hoped to have on this campus, it
has had its start and I am sure
that radicalism will take a strong
foothold on this campus in the future.
IF readers will notice, as an example, SDS has never been on the
defensive in the total American
scene, but always questioning and
exposino- America for what it is.
It has done
b
quite a bit of independent research and volunteer
work. We are completely open
about our aim; it cherishes a democratic principle in its strive toward true freedom in America. To
reiterate, SDS invites all freedom
loving people, which obviously
leaves a few people in this community and college out. This is
not directed specifically at Winona, but throughout America. SDS
is a positive thinking organization and is never on the defensive.
We tell it like it is, what we believe is truth, and need not stoop
so low as lying in order to save
face. Sometimes we're sarcastic.

Michael Baglino,
Graduate student

Letters to the Editor
article. (James Tanniehill is a
Negro student at Winona State
College.)
Sunday, April 7, 1968, was a
day of mourning for the death
of Dr. Martin Luther King; the
mourning of a man who professed non-violence while his every
action created fear, hatred and
violence.
Who is mourning the death of
the many innocent victims of his
non-violent marches aimed at forcing the Negroes' desires and demands upon the white community? Who is mourning the great 'financial burden sustained by those
who have lost everything as a result of Dr. King's non-violent demonstrations?
THERE IS DOUBT that any
American would question his sincerity, but it is difficult to understand his rise to martyrdom. Dr.
King, on the very eve of his death,
as mvany times before, had urged
his followers to march in defiance
of a court order, issued to protect
all residents of Memphis, from the
inevitable results of such demonstrations.
Negroes are resorting to a pro-cess of intimidation and blackmail enphemistically called "protests" and "demonstration." The
very title of James Tanniehill's article is "Constructive, Immediate
Action Needed or . . . "
What a tragic thing that not a
single civil rights leader, clergyman, college student, black power advocate, or any other American advocating racial equality will
expound upon some of the real
barriers that impede integration.
THE CONFLICT between the black

and the white is not a racial conflict.
It is a "class struggle." This struggle
has been and it always will be between
Americans that have opposing values
and concepts, be they black, white or
brown.
Dr. King could have mentioned the
real barriers and his image would be
more memorable if his historic Washington address had sounded something
like this:
I have a dream: I have a dream that
one day the black people of this nation
will realize that their struggle for equality is not governed by the color of
their skin, but by the manner in which
they conduct themselves in our American society; that one day they will understand the need to conform to society instead of destroying it; that our
young men will resist their desire to
show their equality by courting white
women until there is a mass acceptance
of inter-racial courtship and marriage.
AT THIS POINT, it is well to insert

a quote from James Tanniehill. "Unless
the death of Dr. Martin Luther King
stimulates immediate and constructive
action toward closer and meaningful relationships between the white and black
people of the United States, the Negro
leader's assassination could be used by
certain forces to drive a wider and permanent wedge between the two races."
How much closer and meaningful does
the relationship between the white and
black have to be than the courting of
white girls by Negro students on the
Winona State campus?
I have a dream: I have a dream that
one day "ALL" Negroes will recognize
the paramount necessity of daily hygiene to present an appearance that will
not be offensive to the white community. I have a dream that when this is
accomplished we will not have a need
to demonstrate for our right to sit in
the front of a bus or next to a white
man at a lunch counter.
I have a dream: I have a dream that
one day "ALL" Negroes will recognize
that no matter how poor or uneducated
a person is, neatness and cleanliness in
and around the home is a must!; that
slums are not built. They develop as a
result of the careless living of people
who throw their trash in hallways and
stairways, into the yards and onto the
streets; that if people are irresponsible
and dirty in their way of living and
have no desire to put forth the effort
to improve their surroundings, then we
will have slums with slovenly people
residing in them and we should not demand that the federal government build
us new ones.
I HAVE A DREAM: I have a dream

that one day my Negro brother will
seek employment on the basis of what
they can do, not what they think they
can do; that one day they will seek a
job, any kind of a job, in order to learn
and prove to employers by deeds instead of words that they are ready for
advancement to a position of higher responsibility.
I have a dream: I have a dream that
one day our Negro children will control
their desire to own a big car and fancy
clothes until after they have taken full
advantage of the public educational facilities available to them; that one day
there will be no need for special poverty and job training programs because
of an early desire to roam pool halls
and drive big cars.
I have a dream: I have a dream that
one day more women will resist the
temptation of one or more common-law
husbands so that they can qualify for
higher welfare benefits; that one day
all of our children will enjoy a stable,
wholesome, home-life given to them by
respectable parents.
I HAVE A DREAM: I have a dream

To the Editor:
A white student asks: Why
Mourn King's Death?
Student note: An article ap-

pearing in the Winona Sunday
News, April 7, 1968, regarding
James Tanniehill's views on the
death of Dr. Martin Luther King,
has prompted the writing of this
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that one day my people will cease to
demand without earning, to curb their
desire to advance without learning; that
it is not the white man's sacrifice or
duty to give time and wealth in order
that we may live; that violence and
force are not the means to express our
indignation over receiving less than
what we think we deserve; that the
shameful rape of democracy, through
riots, will not be permitted to prevail.
I "had" a dream: I "had" a dream
that when we Negroes take these barriers seriously and stop demanding and
demonstrate by deeds that we are ready
and able to accept our place and responsibility in this American society, a

whole new way of life will be open to
us.

R. L. Hansen
Freshman
(Editor's note: The above originally
appeared as an advertisement in the April 14 Winona Sunday News, but was also submitted to us as a letter to the
Editor.)

To the Editor:

The letter by R. L. Hansen, a
white student, April 14, "Why
Mourn King's Death". If the
death of any one man diminishes
all of mankind, the death of Dr.
Martin Luther King has reduced
us all in a variety of ways. He
will be missed, but his life and
deeds shall, hopefully, remain
an inspiration to all who share
his ideals.

Lette

benaler under the name, it seems,
of the Veterans Club, then I do
take issue.
FIRST, Mr. Siebenaler,_ I would

like to ask you who in the HELL
gave you authority to check on
anything? Second, what authority do you have to question the
SDS about what they are doing?
In your article you say that you
have never read W.E.B. Dubois.
I would like to know, Mr. Siebenaler, what are your qualifications to speak for the Veterans
on this campus or anywhere else?

choose and every one of you socalled Veterans (who did all your
fighting in the barracks hating
Negroes) can pursue me. If for no
other reason than to show you
young men that you can't dictate
under the disguise of the Veterans
Club, I will organize and, if necessary have the SDS renew its
charter.
TEACH you Negro History, Mr.
Siebenaler? As you have said,
your mind is a closed, n a r r o w
area, and the teachers can't teach
you anything. You are just one of
those lucky, superior people who
were born with brains and can't
be taught anything. Let me assure you, Mr. Siebenaler, the Ne-

HANSEN IS immature, irrational, ambiguous, and ambival-

ent — in short, he is the epitome
of America's greatest malady
(The White Problem In America).
In the entire history of the period
during which the area of the
North American Continent now
known as the United States has
been occupied by white Europeans and their descendants, the
white man has been trying to explain away the black man. But,
despite the 13th, 14th and 15th
Amendments to the Constitution
and despite the fact that once
having been given citizenship, he
automatically fell under the protection of the Constitution with
all the guardianship supposedly
implicit in the Bill Of Rights,
the black man found that his
"honorary" degree of humanity
had no real meaning. He was explained away again for nearly
100 years as "not being ready
yet."
FOR MORE than a decade
through books, magazines, newspapers, TV and radio, the white
man has been trying to solve the
race problem through studying the
black man. I feel that the answer
lies in a more thorough study of
the man who created the problem. With a better understanding
of himself (the white man) , I trust
that he may then understand us
better -- and this nation's most
vital problem can then be solved.
When I say that the causes of the
race problem are rooted in white
Americans and the w h i t e community, I mean that the power is
the white American's and so is
the responsibility. I mean that the
white American created, invented
the race problem and that his
fears and frailties are responsible
for the urgency of the problem.
When I say that the fears of
white Americans are at the root
of the problem, I mean that the
white American is a problem to
himself and that because he is a
problem to himself he has made
others problems to themselves.
For too long, we have focused attention on the black man, forgetting that the black man is who
he is because white people are
what they are. In our innocence- and in our guile -- we have spoken of black crime, when the problem is white crime; we have spoken of the need for educating black
people, when the problem is the
education of whites; we have
spoken of the lack of responsible
black leadership, when the problem is the lack of responsible white
leadership.
THE PURPOSE of non-violent
protest, in its deepest and most
spiritual dimension, is then, to
awaken the conscience of the
white man to the awful responsi
bility of his injustice and sin, so
that he will be able to see that
the black problem is really a white
problem; that the cancer of injustice and hate which is eating white
society and is only partly manifested in racial segregation with
its consequences, is rooted in the
heart of the white man himself.

James Thomas
Sophomore

(Editor's note: The article to which
Mr. Thomas is referring may be found
elsewhere in this issue.)

To the Editor:

I have not, since attending
Winona State College, taken issue with any of the articles that
have been written in the newspaper. However, in view of the
article written by Frank Sie-
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Have you a purple heart, Combat
Infantry Badge, Parachute
Badge? How many battle stars
do you wear upon your chest,
what decorations have you been
awarded for heroism in combat?
How many nights have you patrolled a jungle area or faced the
night not knowing if you would
live to see the sun rise again?
What, Mr. Siebenaler, are your
qualifications to allow you to become the "Great White God" on
campus ? How many times, Mr.
Siebenaler, has your "Lily" white
body been pierced by a bayonet, or
felt the impact of a bullet? Have
you, Mr. Siebenaler, ever sat
along side a Black G.I. in a fox
hole, have you ever fired a shot
at any enemy of this country, or
did you put in your time in the
Army at some post where only
the sirens you heard were those
of some female?
Call you a racist ? No, Mr. Siebenaler, you aren't even that. You
haven't got the guts to come and
come and say "I hate Negroes. I
am all supreme, and the black,
yellow or red man deserves to be
where he is because my "white"
skin says that I am superior." As
long as there are narrow-minded
individuals like you, then you can
rest assured that this country will
be in trouble for a long time to
come.
I doubt Mr. Siebena,ler, if you
would have a Negro living next
door to you, because by the time
he found out about the dirt and
filth of your mind he would want
to move. It is quite strange to
hear you speak of the Veterans
Club as being the all seeing, all
knowing, all truth organization on
this campus. If you young gentlemen had served during war (and
there are a few that are Viet
Nam Veterans) you might (and I
use this loosely) have brought
back different ideas of what it
means to depend on some one for
your life. You would realize that
a bullet has n e v e r been made
which shoots only Blacks, Yellows,
Reds or Whites.
If the Veterans Club (and if the
shoe fits, wear it) is a dogmatic
White Racist organization, and
you think you fellows can say who
can run a club and what they can
do, then I say that I will defy
you and your entire club. I will
join SDS or any other club I
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gro is not going to stop. Letters
such as yours, hatred such as
yours, and speeches are not going
to stop the tide that has the
Black man fighting for life.
This Nation can no longer endure the advocates of White Supremacy or Black P o w e r, but
must and will work towards a
more perfect Union, with life, liberty and justice for all. You can
believe this or not, but there is a
change coming in this country.
You will either have to accept it
or retreat to your "Vets Club"
and live in a world of your own.
M/SGT. GERALD E. BANKS
U.S. ARMY (RETIRED)
Sophomore

To Mr. James T. Ehler:

Concerning the title of your
article "Just Right of Love" in
the April 12, 1968, Winonan. Previous articles of this type and in
this space have been entitled
"Just Right of Left". Either
your title does not make sense
or you are using "love" and
"left" as synonyms which they
definitely are not.
Sincerely,
Steven D. Johnson
Sophomore
(Editor's note: The title of the article
cited was the editor's conception, not
Mr. Ehler's.)

WHO AM I?
Who am I?

From within a voice asks
I am a human
Placed upon this earth through
sin.
As to why I exist
And for what purpose
I know not.
Am I one soul among countless
that have existed
Within time
Or am I just One .. .
Adeline Claeys (Sophomore)
Carol Reibel (Sophomore)
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Winter Honor Roll
3.50 - 3.99
Richard Akins, Judy Anderson, Janet

Sugawara, Pamela Sulack, and Albert
Thompson.

Arns, Virginia Ask, Sharon Baker, Barbara Banicki, Barbara Beeman, Carol
Benson, Joseph Bezdicek, Jeanne Bilder, Claudia Bishop, Lynette Bonner,
Barbara Boone, Richard Boyum, Kathleen Bredshall, Lois Brekke, Byron
Bremer, Barry Brinkmeier, Elizabeth
Bronich, Catherine Bronk, Phyllis Brostrom, and Norman Bussian.

Charlotte Tripp, Kathleen Tuin, James
Van Alstine, Terry Vatland, Jacqueline
Voight, Cheryl Volling, James Vonderohe, Willie Watts, Karl Webb, Karen
Wehrs, Thomas Westberg, Nancy Wilma, Terrence Wobig, Charlene Yamanaka, and Richard Yeske.

Philip Christensen, David Clay, Gary

Connaughty, Thomas Cook, Frederick
Daly, Richard Decker, Beverly DeFroth,
Marlys Dickerman, Kenneth Dickson,
Cyril Dohmen, Ann Donehower, Peder
Dressel, Eugene Durand, Carolyn Ebeling, Marilyn Ebeling, James Ehle, Norman Ellingson, Paul Engrav, Melvin Erpelding, Brian Espe, James Evenson,
Lind Eyler, Martha Ferden, and Edwin
Fernholz.
Patricia Fishbach, Roger Fishbach,

Mayor Rudy Ellings, shown here with WSC President Robert
DuFresne and Gary L. Gartner, President of Tau Kappa Epsilon at
Winona State, has proclaimed April 27 and 28 as Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity's Public Service Weekend._ The TEKES will be working
at three rest home in the community: St. Anne's, Watkins Memorial
Home and Sauer Memorial Home. They will be scrubbing floors,
painting fire escapes, and digging up trees.

May 23-25

Mary !ten, Allen Jackson, Bruce Roland Johnson, Dorene Johnson, Brenda

Jungerberg, David Kavitz, William
Kohler, Alice Koval, Margaret Krause,
Shirley Kress, David Kulas, Donald
Kuschel, Sally Laffin, Karen Landsverk, Clayton Larson, Ronald Larson,
Donald Laumb, Arlis Legler, Jo Lettner,
David Liebert, and Curtis Lindall.
Beverly Markegard, Kay Marquardt,

'Brigadoon' awakens
from 100-year sleep
THE WINONA STATE Music

Department will present Lerner
and Lowe's Brigadoon May 23 to
25. Richmond McCluer, musical
director and conductor, Jacque
Reidelberger, stage director, and
Bernard Johansen, choreographer, will join forces in producing the musical.
The successful Broadway production tells the story of two
vacationing Yanks who stumble
into the picturesque Scottish village of Brigadoon on the one day
in every hundred years that it
comes to life. The Americans are
given the choice of remaining in
peaceful Brigadoon or re-entering the modern world.
APPEARING i n "Brigadoon"

will be Gary McDowell as Tommy
Albright, Larry Shea as Jeff Douglas, Al Pagliarello as Archie Beaton, Dennis Kochta as Harry Beaton, Colleen Goltz as Fishmonger,
Ron Johnston as Charlie Dalrymple, Dave Dankwart as Angus McGuffie, Tim Hurley as Sandy
Dean, Dave Knight as Andrew
MacLaren, Pat Frisby as Fiona
Mac Laren, Charleen Domaille as
Meg Brockie, Nancy Novak as
Jean MacLaren, John Perry as
Mr. Lundie, Mike Klomp as Stuart Dalrymple, June Courteau as
Jane Ashton, Don Johnson as
MacGregor, Carle Nesset as Kate,
and Dennis Bell as Frank.
THE SINGING villagers of
Brigadoon will be Sandy Scovil,
Nancy Wilma, Arlene Jacobson,
Sue Wollin, Judy Clark, Karen
Hadoff, Linda Sveen, Barb Leavitt, Lorraine Haugland, Therese
Zurek, Genene Gordis h, Kathy
Ochs, Kathy Jahn, Kathy Moe,
Lynn Loquai, Nancy Nelson, Tim

Malone, Marc Houdek, Don Arnold, Jon Schoonmaker and Jim
Dickson.
Kathryn Auge, Kristin Bauman,
Colleen Goltz, Carrie Nesset, John
Heddle, John Jaszewski, Dennis
Kochta, and Paul Skattum will
portray the Brigadoon dancers.
Tickets for the reserved seats
will be free to WSC students and
staff.

Sheelah Mayzek, Marilyn McGuire, Karen Meistad, Janeen Melmer, Judith
Meschke, Donna Miller, Jean Miller,
Kenneth Mogren, Paul Moor, Anne
Mrachek, Robert Murphy, Vaughn Nagabashi, Mary Nankivil, Nancy Newman,
Deann Neumann, Gary Oelkers, Douglas Oelke, and Virginia O'Neill.
Judith Palke, Esther Pecacek, Phyllis

Penheiter, Michael Percuoco, Alice Peterson, Vivian Potten, Mary Prondzinski, Donald Rajtora, Susan Randall,
Dennis Redwing, Linda Reed, Rebecca
Reinarts, Dawn Reisinger, Harold Remme, Theodore Roberton, Maureen Rodich, Suzanne Rumstick, Sandra Runnigen, Lesy Rustad, William Sadowski,
Sharon Sanford, Carolyn Satren, Thomas Schank, Gary Scharmer, Diane
Scharmer, Gar y Schoening, David
Schuck, Lawrence Schuette, Lynn Schumann, and Anne Scott.
Elaine Seavey, William Shafer, Peggy

Shattuck, Frederick Sherman, Candace
Simon, Martha Skibbe, Mark Skustad,
Bernice Smith, Mary Speck, Dale Stanek, Edward Stern, Jean Stevens, Joyce
Stevenson, Edward Stice, Judy Strike,
John Styba, Dana Suchanek, Lyndel

Tri-College One-Acts
encounter difficulties
by Marilyn McGuire
THE TRI-COLLEGE One Acts

were presented to a sparse audience. The first — The Still Alarm
by George Kaufman — was the
story of men who simply refused
to accept reality. The second,
The Long Voyage Home by Eugene O'Neill, depicted the ageold method of recruiting sailors
by mugging and robbing them
while they are drinking in a
tavern.

While the choice of the plays
was somewhat questionable because of the availability of better
drama, the technical aspects
were outstanding. The costumes
and make-up simulated the stark,
dismal real live that the plays
were about. In both plays the setting complemented the mood.
THE MOST SERIOUS blemish-

For Faster Service
Phone Ahead —
Allow 20 Min.
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Steven Frettem, John Gaspard, Robert
Glende, Patricia Gludt, James Goke,
Genene Gordish, Diane Gordon, Sharon
Groth, Sharon Grupa, Claudia Halstead,
Bruce Harem, Karen Haugen, Charles
Healy, Raymond Hegtvedt, Dale Helmich, Steven Henning, Lowell Hewdt,
Donald Higgs, Orin Holten, Sharon Horihan, Elizabeth Houck, and Colene
Huseby.

—

es in both plays were the diction
and accents. Whoever chose the
plays should have considered his
possible cast and the problem of
maintaining a foreign accent. It
was virtually impossible to understand the dialogue; therefore
much of the plot was lost to the
audience. In "The Long Voyage
Home" problems arose because
no accent, British, Irish or Swedish, was completely accurate,
much less consistent.
Possibly the major shortcoming of the one-acts was that they
are drama of the 1950's and were
dramatized as such. But 1968,
which admires another style, was
unimpressed.

This is one of three

Brase, Hollis Breidell, Thomas Breitsprecher, Suzanne Bremseth, Holly
Brisbin, Charlene Brogan, Catherine
Bruggeman, James Brunberg, Pamela
Buck, Joan Burk, Elizabeth Burrows,
Bonita Burton.
Dianne Campbell, David Campbell,

Mary Campbell, Linda Carlon, Barbara
Carlson, Rurick Carlson, Joseph Carroll,
Diana Cartwright, Sharon Castner, Barbara Christensen, Dianne Christiansen,
Gayle Christofferson, Richard Clare,
Carolyn Clementson, Susan Cole, Carmen Conklin, Nancy Coolidge, Sharon
Corby, Betty Culhane, Robert Cullen,
Patrick Curran, Jonathan Dacken, Kathleen Dahl, David Danckwart, Steven
Daniels, Richard Davis, and Richard
Day.

Jane Deedrick, Marilyn DeForth, Michael DeWyre, James Dittrich, Janet

Dittrich, Thomas Dorr, Jean Dorsch,
Keith Drazkowski, Robert Duellman,
James Duffy, John Dugan, Peter Ecker,
Robert Eckles, Jan Edwards, Betty Eglinton, Kay Eiken, Marsha Ellingston,
Donald Elmblad, Michael Emmons, Patrick Emmons, Jayne Emerson, Jeffrey
Engen, Paula Erdmann, Donald Ersland,
Duane Evans, Leath Eyler.
Joan Farrington, Kathleen Feely,

Joyce Fenske, Marilyn Feuling, Thomas
Fishbaugher, Roman Flynn, Dennis Foegen, Theresa Follmann, Leigh Fossen,
James Fossum, Marcia Fredrickson,
Rosemary Frenette, Claire Freudenthal,
Donald Frisby, Loren Gallagher, Robert
Garcia, Gregory Gerlach, Robert Giblin, Roger Gieske, Jon Gislason, Warren
Glidden, and Robert Goldstrand.
Jean Goutcher, Richard Graff, Jay

Greenberg, Sharon Greenslade, Jock
Grier, Lynette Grimm, Mary Gronvall,
Shirley Gudmundson, John Guenther,
Floyd Gulso, Gerald Gunderson, Betty
Haack, Burl Haar, Stanley Hackenmiller, Karen Hadoff, Bett Haeuser, George
Hahn, Carol Halverson, Kevin Hammel,
Colleen Handahl, Linda Handt, Jane
Handyside, Gail Haney, Peggy Hanson,
Jeanette Harmon, and Karen Hartle.
Jon Hatleli, Lorraine Haugland, Britta

Havumake, Lorna Hofel, Jeannie Heiller, John Hennessy, Loren Henry, Lee
Herold, June Heuer, Carol Hittner, Susan Hoblit, Marilyn Hoffman, Paulette
Holm, David Hoppe, Pete Horton, Timothy Hurley, Gary Ihrke, Marilyn Imhoff, Dean Ingvalson, Barbara Iverson,
and Dennis Iverson.
Deann James, Nasser Jazayeri, Marcia

Jenkinson, Carol Johns, Craig Johnson,
Douglas R. Johnson, James Johnson,
Robert James Johnson, Thomas Eugene
Johnson, Barbara Jones, Naomi Julsrud,
Elaine Kalien, Elaine Kammerer, John
Kannel, Charles Karau, Suzanne Kasai,
Judith Kehnemann, Gloria Keller, Kar-

Irvin Nehring, Diane Nelson, Nancy

Nelson, Carol Nessler, Helen Newell,
John Newell, Kenneth Ny, Nancy Novak, Larry Nuszloch, Annette Nyseth,
Rita Oberry, Thomas Ochs, Wanita 01ness, Dianne Olson, Nancy Olson, Stanley Olson, Jacqueline Opsahl, Thomas
O'Shaughnessy, Barbara Osborn, Ronald
Ostern, Karlyn Oswald, Michael O'Toole,
Mary Paape, Jon Paske, Catherine Pellowski, Peter Pelofske, William Pence,
Lon Peterson, and Yvonne Peterson.
Karl Petterson, Gene Phillipson, Larry

Plank, Susan Poferl, Charles Polesky,
Dorothy Pollema, Carol Poppe, Donald
Preble, Charles Prigge, Sandra Pritchard, Diane Puetz, William Putnam, Robert Rahman, Beverly Rathbone, Charles
Redwing, Gerald Redwing, Janet Reichow, Annette Richardson, Lon Richardson, Leroy Richer, Gene Riches, Drew
Ricks, Larry Rider, Virgil Riggle, Elizabeth Ripple, and Mary Robinson.
David Rodewald, James Rodgers, Dennis Roemer, Richard Root, Andrew

Ross, John Rost, Kenneth Rother, Larry
Rupprecht, Carol Ryan, Michael Ryan,
Patrick Ryan, Robert Rydman, Thomas
Sabotta, JeLaine Sackett, Richard Sadler, Carol Sandberg, Ronald Sauter,
Martha Schlacht, and Lavern Scharmer.
Mary Schieber, Karen Schieche, Shar-

Schieche, Linda Schild, Sandra
on
Schley, Sylvia Schmitt, Steven Schnarr,
Charles Schneider, John Schoonmaker,
Timothy Schreiner, Dean Schumann,
Stephen Schutte, Michael Schuth, John
Scott, Sandra Scovil, and Kathleen
Servais.

Marcia Sheffer, Linda Shelander,

Janet Sherwood, Francis Siebenaler, Loretta Siepelmeyer, Joan Simon, Jeneyene Sitts, Theodore Smarzyk, Judy
Smith, Margaret Smith, Katherine Solmonson, Robert Speltz, Gary Spencer,
Michael Stafford, Beverly Stahr, Barbara Stemmer, and Kathy Stemmer.
Janet Steussy, Thomas Stoffel, JefStoll, Joanne Storandt, Linda
frey

Strand, Yohlan Stroebel, Vernon Stry,
Robert Suchanek, Linda Sveen, Susan
Sundry, Terry Suneson, Richard Swanson, Janice Sweep, Michael Tentis,
Thomas Theis, Anita Torgerson, and
David Tripp.
Jerome Tuschner Thomas Tweeten,

Harold Tye, Peter Uhl, Carole Van
Thomma, Nancy Van Thomma, Stanley
Vetsch, Frances Victorine, Joyce Vietor,
Lois Vincent, Terry Vogt, John Volkman, Margaret Walsh, Patricia Ward,
Eileen Warthesen, Linda Watson, Carol
Weaver, Larry Wedemeier, Judith Wegman, Diane Weir, Garth Weis, Gary
Weis, Arlyn Wendlandt, Susan Wetzel,
Bruce White, Sandra Widing, Marilyn
Wiech, and Joan Wierzba.
Mark Wilke, Karen Williamson, Don
Winslow, Bonnita Wistrcill, Robert
Witherow, Lanny Witter, Diane Witzel,
Bonnie Wos, and Fred Yarolimek.

Farrells Barbershop
Invites both men & women to enjoy

PERSONALIZED SERVICE
From The Biggest & Best

157 MAIN ST.

Cliff's Notes—remember the name—it can
mean a lot in better literature grades.
Cliff's Notes are famous for fast, straightto-the-point help. You get expert scene-byscene or chapter-by-chapter commentary.
You get valuable, easy-to-understand discussion of major characters, theme, and
plot structure plus a helpful bibliography.
Don't fight literature—learn to understand
it with Cliff's Notes.

Open 7 Days
A Week

PIZZA HUT
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ON. HOUR

Bring in your shirts for expert laundering!
ONE HOUR MARTINIZING
Corner of Fourth and Lafayette

Mary Bonnerup, Patricia Boyum, Susan Boyum, Harlan Brandt, Thomas

Kenneth Maddux, Diane Mager, Bur-

nell Manley, Sheilla Marschall, Jean
Masters, Jean McCluer, Susan McCrae,
James McCready, Patricia McElmury,
Thomas McKey, John McLeod, Eugene
Miller , Glenn Miller, Nancy Miller,
Richard Miller, John Milton, Linda Minnie, Arve Mokkelbost, Barbara Moron,
Anna Mortenson, Judith Mrachek, Mary
Mueller, Richard Murphy, Curtis Murray, Judith Myhre, and Robert Neessen.

Better Grades For
Busy People

I

Phone 8-5196

THE MOST IN DRY CLEANING

Lynee Arnett, Kathryn Auge, David

Bailey, Dennis Bailey, Nancy Baker,
Louis Bardel, Susan Bartl, Dianne Bastin, Richard Beck, Linda Becker, Susan
Bender, Claude Benson, Linda Benson,
Kathleen Bernatz, Marilyn Bicknese,
Karen Biel, Ronald Black, Carol Blank,
Bruce Blixt, Kenneth Block, Mary
Blumentritt, Angela Boettcher, Dianne
Boileau, and Robert Bolstad.

Koval, Allyn Kratz, William Krause,
Jean Kremer, Dennis Kroll, Ellen Kulas,
Susan Kurth, Michael Lambrecht, Patricia Laska, Helen Laumb, Peter LaVelle,
Joan League, Robert Ledebuhr, Judith
Lee, Terry Lierman, David Lilla, Dianne Ling, Terry Lobland, Mark Loerch,
Sheila Lucas, Susan Lund, and Roger
Lynklip.

Campus Representatives

CARRY OUT

1111111110114

len, John Ambuhl, Ronald Amdahl,
Nancy Ames, Stephen Anderson, David
Lynn Anderson, Gayle Anderson, Joan
Anderson, Katherine Anderson, Margaret Anderson, Mary Alice Anderson,
Randall Anderson, Ronald Anderson,
Thomas Anderson, Fred Arbanella, and
Frances Arenz.

Gerald Kluzik, James Knopicg, Beverly Kotlarz, Richard Koutsky, David

Northwest Mutuals

The Pizza Hut

Immo(

3.00 - 3.50
John Abts, Carole Adams, Larry Adams, Richard Erwin Ahrens, Laura Al-

en Kellett, William Kelz, Patricia Kennedy, Diane Ketchum, Carole King,
Richard Kirchner, Alan Kirking, Marianne Kjos, and Laura Kleindorst.

IN WINONA

1630 Service Drive

I

Saralyn Thompson, Patricia Tolmie,

John Loesh

high I.Q.
Northwestern Mutual has
t h e highest Investment
Quotient among major insurance companies. Let us
tell you more.
THE NORTHWESTERN
MUTUAL PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
Main

Phone 5548

Most popular titles: Hamlet • Macbeth • Moby Dick
Scarlet Letter • Tale of Two Cities • The Iliad
Huckleberry Finn • Return of the Native
Julius Caesar • Crime and Punishment • lord Jim
Great Expectations • Red Badge of Courage
Wuthering Heights • Canterbury,Tales • Othello
Lord of the Flies • Pride and Prejudice • Walden
Gulliver's Travels • Silas Marner • King Lear

Over 150 titles now available
only $1

At

:

BOOK NOOK
119 W. 3rd
Phone 8-4107
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(Selective Service Release)
Set forth below are questions
frequently asked concerning the
Military Selective Service Act of
1967 along with appropriate answers:
Q.: MY DRAFT BOARD

wouldn't defer me in Class II-S
because I had not made normal
progress toward my baccalaureate degree, but they gave me a
Class I - S (C) deferment. The
board said this was good until
the end of my academic year. If
I've made normal progress by
then, can I get Class II-S again?
A.: Yes, providing you request
a II-S deferment and provide the
local board with evidence that
you are then satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course of instruction, and you are still under the
age of 24.

WSC hosts IFO
More than 800 members of the
Inter-Faculty Organization of the

Minnesota State College System
are meeting on the Winona State
campus April 26 and 27.
Two of the principal speakers
on the opening day will be attorney general Douglas Head and
Dr. G. Theodore Mitau, new chancellor of the Minnesota State College System.
John Kane, Winona State's
Faculty Association president, is
chairman of the conference.
The purpose of the organization, which includes the faculties
of the State Colleges of Bemidji,
Mankato, Moorhead, St. Cloud,
Southwest (Marshall) and Winona, is to further education
through promoting staff and student welfare.

AAUP convention
(cont. from p. 1, col. 5)
ucated, he is aware of a change
in himself." All academic program
is a public system of class schedules. "Maybe the purpose of higher education is to teach students
to ask questions,'' suggested Dr.
Frances.
The afternoon session was taken up with informal seminars and
a conference summary. The entire
conference was concerned mainly
with a small segment of students:
those who express themselves, are
active and are interested in things
outside themselves. It really had
little to do with the average student at WSC.

Q.: DO I STILL have a right of

appeal after I have had a personal appearance before my local board?
A.: Yes. Each classification or
determination made by your local board not to reopen your
classification following your personal appearance, shall be followed by the same right of appeal as in the case of the original classification.

Q.: WHAT ARE THE two types
of conscientious objector classifications ?
A.: In Class I-A-O are those who
have been found, by reason of religious training and belief, to be
conscientiously opposed to combatant training and service. In
Class I-0 are placed those who
have been found, by reason of
their religious training and belief,
to be conscientiously opposed to
participation in both combatant
and noncombatant training and
service in the armed forces.

The WSC recipients are: Katherine Anderson, .Tanet Arns, Virginia Ask, Beatrice Bauer, Charlene Brogan, Phyllis Brostrom,
Diane Campbell, Leslie Carvell,
Carolyn Ebeling, Marilyn Ebeling,
Paula Erdmann, Claudia Halstead,
Karen Haug-en, Ann Hongerholt,
Carol Johns and Dorene Johnson.

The WSC book-store has moved to the Richards Hall cafeteria
area and has changed to self-service, allowing students to find their
own books. To do this they must know the course number and instructor's name since no exchanges or refunds will be made. New
bookstore hours, effective May 1, are 7:45 a.m. to 8 p.m. and 8:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturdays.

Also: Margaret Krause, Susan
LaCourse, Diane Ling, Sheila
Marschall, Kay Marquardt, Jean
Masters, Cynthia Merrick, Barbara Moran, Diane K. Nelson,
Linda Reed, Dawn Reisinger, Carolyn Satren, Peggy Shattuck,
Judy Steyer, Linda Strnad, and
Marilyn Wiech.

Sororities initiate new members
Fourteen new members were
recently initiated into the WSC
chapter of Alpha Xi Delta Sorority. Pat Fritz was announced
"best pledge" and Brenda Jungerberg was honored for high
academic average.
Additional new activies include: Nancy Bezdichek, Jane
Bowen, Pat Browne, Sue Drajeske, Linda Leslie, Dee Nelson,
Kathy Ochs, Kris Olson, Carol

Reibel, Brenda Reindal, Sharon
Reindal, and Penny Weimer.
The sorority is now busy corresponding with servicemen in
VietNam.
The Zeta Upsilon chapter of
Delta Zeta sorority has initiated
seven new members. They are:
Linda Behrens, Christy Campbell (honor pledge), Linda Handt,
Linda Knippenberg, Lori Polichnowski, Candy Simon, and Bar-

Science Foundation approves
life science course at WSC
The National Science Foundation of Washington, D.C., has approved an In-Service Institute
for teachers of life sciences at
WSC for a third year. The Institute on Cell Biology, is open to
any secondary teacher of life
science or biology. It will begin
in September and meet for fifteen
weeks.
The course will present basic
information on the cell and build
on this foundation to allow the
teacher to feel competent including the material in his courses.
Four graduate or undergraduate

'Choice '68' polls students
WINONA STATE was one of

Thirty-two WSC students and
thirteen incoming freshmen have
been awarded scholarships for
the 1968-69 academic year. The
awards, from the Etta Hudson
Howell Fund for students pursuing a degree in elementary
education, were announced by
John Kane, Director of Financial
Aids.

The Greek Vine:

Mock election:

1,454 colleges participating in
"Choice '68" this week. This is
the first National Collegiate
Press Primary in which students
can vote for the Presidential
candidate they favor.
Robert Harris, executive director of the $250,000 project sponsored by Time Magazine, said
the results will be announced in
New York May 2 or 3. He predicted the polling would have
more political significance than
the New Hampshire primary.
Harris, according to the Associated Press, said the poll was
taken. at 1,454 colleges and universities with an enrollment of
nearly 6 million: about 85 percent of the nation's total. He

WSC students
are awarded
scholarships

6

Selective Service answers
Frequently asked questions
ANSWERS ON HOW THE
DRAFT LAW WORKS
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estimates that 2 to 2.5 million
students voted in the poll.
At WSC, the program was directed by Dave Crow, freshman
class president, and was sponsored by the Student Senate.

credits may be earned. The instructors are Dr. Calvin R. Fremling, Dr. Dwight L. Anderson and
Dr. Roger F. Flattum.
The Institute director is Dr.
Joseph P. Emmanuel, chairman
of Science and Mathematics, who
will attend an orientation meeting in Philadelphia on the administration of In-Service Institutes for 1968-69.

A great thing has happened to
the Winonan. Fred Baranski has
said what he thinks. I don't think
many people like what he has to
say, but he has every right to
say it. Remember?
Now some people are reading
the Winonan before they whip it
into the wastebasket. That's a
start on this perdite campus.
Tom Sabotta
Junior

75c

and 6 tapes
Mariner blue with black vinyl
top, three-speed automatic on
console.
$2,449.00

Return this advertisement with your photo finishing
order to Buck's Camera Shop for the finest service and
the lowest cost.
One-day service on Black and White, two-day service
on Color Film.

BUCK'S CAMERA SHOP
Next to the 1st National Bank on Main St.

Winone

Phone - 6372

at

WINONA

Phone 5222

Baseball Glove
Reg. $9.95

NOW $5.88

"E cte.4WWinonet.Suitlus Store
52 W. SECOND ST

.

2-MINUTE

Contact: Mike Emmons,

10% Discount On Your Film Developing

WANTED
The Lutheran Collegians organization here on campus is in
need of a faculty advisor.
Three major qualifications for
this position are the following:
1) A member of the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran
Church.
2) Someone interested in
working with college students and
3) Someone who can be present at our meetings (Once
a week on Thursdays).
All interested persons please
contact
Sandra Bublitz
Winona State College, P0-1488
or
267 West Mark St.

RENT A TYPEWRITER

119 Center St.

To the Editor:

STEREO TAPE PLAYER

Prospective buyers call —
La Crescent 895-2249 collect

bara Steene.
Barb Quinn, a sophomore
from St. Paul, majoring in nursing, was announced as Phi Delta
Rho's 1968 Sweetheart. Barb, a
pledge trainer for Alpha Xi Delta, is a Warriorette and was on
the Orientation Team last year.
The WSC Panhellenic Council,
composed of the three sororities,
recently held its installation of
new officers. Taking over was
Carol Nessler, president; Jane
Schultz, vice-president; Barbara
Steene, secretary-treasurer, Betty Eglinton, Alpha Xi Delta delegate; and Lynn Seltz and Kathy
Moe, Kappa Theta Chi delegates.
The retiring adviser, Mrs. LeRoy Stadler, has been replaced
by Mrs. Mary Kay Garver.

Junior defends
right to speak

1967 Firebird 400

__WSC, P. 0. Box 1324_

The members of the Scholarship Committee are Agnes Bard,
Rosalie Burton, Dr. Richard Hirtzel, John Kane, Gary Livermore,
Robert Lietzau, and Dr. James
Opsahl.

•
•
•

AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH

all spray — no brushes
under car wash
come as you are —
stay in the car

Bring this coupon on
Tues., April 30

Remember: Protect your vision with a
thorough, professional eye examination
and rely on BRx-Quality eyewear
finest dispensed anywhere.
*We do not examine eyes.

and get FREE WAX
along with your car wash.
Open 9 - 6 Daily
Automatic —
attendant on duty

SOFSPRA

IT'S SMART TO RELY ON

CAR WASH
Opposite Westgate

63 West Third Street

QUALITY EYEWEAR

Telephone 8-2942
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State Side
by Greg Hitchcock
Netters down St. Mary's

5-4.
Lake Park was the scene as
the WSC tennis team defeated
St. Mary's 5-4 last Saturday afternoon.
Larry Erpelding, Al Von Bargen, Tom Stoffel and Dick Nelson won their matches for Winona. In doubles action Erpelding
and Nelson won their match. The
four winners were all sophomores, so it looks as though the
young members of the team were
able to hold their own.
ERPELDING defeated Callen
(SM) 6-2, 6-1; Nelson over Jim
Johnson 6-0, 6-10; Stoffel over
Paul Warpaz 6-4, 7-5; and Von
Bargen downed Steve Nagel (SM)
6-2, 6-3. Erpelding and Nelson defeated Nagel and Johnson 6-1,
3-6, and 6-1.
This Friday and Saturday the
team will host Eau Claire State
U. (Friday 3:00 p.m.) and Stout
State U. (Sat. 1:00 p.m.) on the
City and Jefferson courts.
Warriors Lose to Bemidji 7-5
— Break Six Game Win Streak
WSC lost their NIC Conference
opener to Bemidji Friday but
snapped back on Sunday to
sweep a double header.
Friday, Bemidji took advantage of several WSC mistakes to
turn a five point deficit into a
7-5 lead. A high throw to the
plate by Chuck Goerish started
Bemidji's rally in the eighth inning, as two runs crossed the
plate. A wild pitch, a walk and

a late throw to the plate gave
Bemidji the upper hand.
THE ONLY HIT in the eighth,
by Jack Taylor, put the finishing
touch on the game.
The totals Friday were: Winona nine hits, two errors and
five runs; Bemidji four hits, two
errors and seven runs.
Chip Schwartz was the losing
pitcher, giving up four hits and
one earned run. Bob Goldstrand
led the Warriors in hitting as he
belted the ball 3 out of 4 times
at bat. Mike DeWyre was 2 for
4, Hank Zacharias 1 for 4 and
Chuck Goerish and Gene Schultz
were 1 for 3.
SUNDAY THE Warriors took
a little revenge as they downed
Bemidji 4-3 in the first game,
giving the win to Greg Stezenski
(W). The second game was won
by Chip Schwartz as the Warriors pounded Bemidji 7-2.
The next home game for the
WSC diamondmen is Tuesday
April 30 at Loughrey Field
against Upper Iowa U. in a
double header starting at 2:00
p.m.
This weekend WSC travels to
the U. of Minnesota at Morris
for one game Friday and two on
Saturday.
THE GUYS AND DOLLS corec. volleyball team appears to
have a strong lead in the race
for first place in the WIEP sponsored tournament.
The rankings:
Guys and Dolls

6-0

Alumni Awards
Ernest 0. Buhler, '58, has been
elected to appear in the 1968
edition of the Outstanding Young
Men of America. He is an alumni
board member and past president. He is currently a counselor
in the Winona Public Schools.
He is president of the Southeastern Minnesota Counselor's Association.

mese general for the role he
played in a recent victory by the
Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) Forces.
Susan M. Bremseth, '67 has received her stewardess wings
from Northwest Airlines after
five weeks training.

Melvin Ruehmann, '58 was one
of the recipients of a gold pin
with sapphire presented by the
Twin City Alumni Chapter of the
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity. Ruehmann has conducted the
Mabel High School band for 10
years and received superior ratings in the Minnesota state-regional contests.

4,

Schooner Mates
Faculty
Graduates Plus Two
The Six of One
Underdogs
Selby's GT's
The Midgets
Hot Half-Dozen
Wei Tappa Kegg

5-1
5-1
4-2
4-2
3-3
1-5
1-5
1-5
0-6

Approximately 1 3 0 women
faculty, wives, college personnel
and students attended the annual
Spring Tea sponsored by the
WIEP Board last Wednesday
afternoon in Krysko Commons
Lounge. Miss Jean Leibfried,
Ivanhoe, was 1968 tea committee
chairman.

One of the Warriors seeks revenge.

Activity, Placement Calendars
FRIDAY, APRIL 26

Baseball, Minnesota- Morris, there, noon
Golf, LaCrosse, Platteville and Winona
at LaCrosse
IFO—No Classes
SATURDAY, APRIL 27

Baseball, Minnesota- Morris, there, noon
Track Meet, Stout, home, 1:30 p.m.
Women's Extramural Softball, home,
University of Minnesota
SUNDAY, APRIL 28

Movie, All Hands on Deck," Somsen
Aud., 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY, APRIL 29

Golf, Rochester, Mankato, Gustavus Adolphus and Winona at Rochester
Folk Song Series, Hull and Van De Water, Union, 8 p.m.
AMERICAN BREED CONCERT, MEMORIAL, 8 p.m.

Women's Dorm Council, Memorial, 8
p.m.
Theta Kappa Iota (Circle K), Union, 5:45
p.m.
Delta Zeta, Union, 7:30 p.m.
Alpha Xi Delta, Union, 7:30 p.m.
Kappa Theta Chi, Union, 7:30 p.m.
Phi Delta Rho, 5331, 7:45 p.m.
Tekes, S301, 7 p.m.
Concert Choir, S118, 6:30 p.m.
SACC, Union, 4 p.m.

W. Club, Memorial Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization, Maxwell,
7 p.m.
Phi Sigma Epsilon, Union, 8 p.m.
Tri-State Student Government, Union, 3
p.m.
TEACHER EVALUATION

Student volunteers are needed to administer teacher evaluation forms during free periods next month.
The first volunteer meeting will be
held May 2 at 3 p.m. in the dining
rooms of Kryzsko Commons. Each student will be asked to submit his schedule of free hours.
On May 13 each student will receive
his assignment and the administration
procedure will be explained at this 3
p.m. meeting.
Forms will be distributed to P.O. boxes during the first part of next week.
BLOOD DRIVE

Winona State's Circle K will host the
spring blood drive from Monday through
Friday, May 7 to 10. Donors may sign
up from 9 to 3 p.m., April 29 through
May 3 at the post office boxes on first
floor, Somsen.

Res.: 8-1246
64 W. 5th Street
—

10 Metropolitan Life
New Yot,

Cedar Grove, Wisconsin, elementary and
secondary teaching.
Westbury, Wisconsin, elementary and
secondary teaching.
Beaver Dam, Wisconsin, elementary and
secondary teaching.
May 3, Friday

Madison, Wisconsin, elementary and secondary teaching.

THURSDAY, MAY 2

EVERY WEDNESDAY IS

All You Need Is Love

"FREE DRINK" DAY AT McDONALD'S

After all, it's what makes the world go 'round in
that wonderful, once-in-a-lifetime way. The engagement ring you choose says so much about
your love . . . and should it be a Keepsake, the
word is "perfect." A brilliant diamond of fine
color and modern cut guaranteed perfect (or
replacement assured). Just look for the name
Keepsake, in the ring and on the tag at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store. He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

Tape the easy way with
Sony's solid-state, Easymatic
CassetteCorder! Here's the
anytime-anywhere" recording way to go. Simply press
the button, snap in the Sony
tape Cassette and tape up to
90 minutes...press the button
again ...out pops the cassette
ready to reload. What could
be easier?

REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

111111111111Win

111221111=
11ELAIR HIS. ALSO S260. TO 2100. WEDDING WINO 100.
PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW BEAUTY OF DETAIL.
TRADE-MARK REG. A. H. POND COMPANY, INC., ESTABLISHED 1892

ONLY
$99.50

r HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENTAND WEDDING 1
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.

AMERICA'S FIRST CHOICE IN TAPE RECORDERS

568

with a leader?
ROBERT L. HALL

May 2, Thursday

Speech Roundtable, S200, 6:30 p.m.
Sigma Tau Gamma, Spring Carnival
Softball
Notorious Knights, Union, 7 p.m.
Ski and Outing Club, Union, 7 p.m.
Concert Choir, 5118, 3 and 6:30 p.m.

Mine!

Office: 2703

May 1, Wednesday

Federal Life Insurance.
Shawano, Wisconsin, elementary and
secondary teaching.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1

"

Don't you want to insure

Bloomington Public Schools, elementary
and secondary teaching.
The Firestone Company, positions for
sales and credit managers.

Co-Rec Volleyball, 8 p.m.
Women's I.M. Softball
Concert Choir, 5118, 6:30 p.m.
Young Republicans, Union, 6 p.m.
Young Democrats, Union, 4 p.m.
ACLU, Union, 12 p.m.

THE
"ANYTIME-ANYWHERE"
TAPE RECORDER

life insurance in force?

PLACEMENT
April 29, Monday

TUESDAY, APRIL 30

Cheeseburger or Doubleburger

has the most

Students under 21 must pick up consent slips at the sign-up desk, have them
signed and present them when they
give blood.
Tuesday through Thursday the hours
for giving blood will be from 12 to 6
p.m., and Friday from 9 to 4 p.m. at
the Red Cross house, Huff and Fifth
Streets.

Baseball, Upper Iowa University, home,
2 p.m.
Track Meet, Luther, there
Student Senate, Union, 6:30 p.m.
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Union, 7:45 p.m.
Sigma Tau Gamma, 5316, 8 p.m.
Phi Sigma Epsilon, S304, 7:30 p.m.
S.D.S., Union, 4 p.m.
Teke Pledges, S301, 7:30 p.m.
Phi Sigma Epsilon, S326, 7:30 p.m.
Sigma Tau Gamma Pledges, S326, 7:30
p.m.
Kappa Theta Chi, Union, 7 p.m.

A Free 100 Drink with every purchase of a Double

insurance company

1

STUDENT SPECIAL

Capt. Ronald Johnson, '48, has
been commended by a Vietna-

Guess which

417"."7,77
ef4.. di 4F .401

4

Name

HAL LEONARD MUSIC INC.

Address

City

64 East 2nd St.
Winona's Only Complete Music Store

Open Monday and Friday 'till 9

State

I

71p

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13201

